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Atom probe tomography is a cornerstone of modern materials characterization, which

commonly requires spatial and chemical information at the nanoscale. The recon-

structed data sets produced often reveal detailed information about the material

structure, but much more can be obtained by looking at the spatial correlations

and ancillary data. Here, the spatial information contained in multiple detection

events (MDEs) is examined to understand their behavior and origins via subset-

ting by multiplicity and sampling from these subsets. It is shown that MDEs are

highly spatially clustered, and a model of their production is developed based upon a

Neyman-Scott process of fixed cluster event count. The model uses only the cluster

process count as a parameter and shows significant agreement across a range of MDE

orders, indicating that MDEs are governed by the same underlying process.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern materials research and develop-
ment requires a detailed understanding of
the nanostructure of materials. This means
that characterization techniques must be able
to differentiate different material components
with sub-nanometer resolution. [1] Atom
probe tomography (APT) is one of a hand-
ful of techniques capable of meeting these
requirements, and is becoming a standard
part of characterization alongside transmis-
sion electron microscopy and scattering tech-
niques. [2]

APT is a field ionization microscopy tech-
nique that uses the controlled evaporation
of atoms or molecules from the surface of a
needle-like sample. The evaporated particles
are collected on two-dimensional position-
sensitive detector that records the position
of the impact along with the time-of-flight.
[3] Assuming well-ordered evaporation, the
three-dimensional positions of the particles
along with their mass-to-charge ratio can be
reconstructed by various suitable algorithms.
[4–9]

Figure 1 shows a schematic of an APT
apparatus using a local-electrode configura-
tion. By applying a high voltage between the
sample and a counter-electrode, the sample’s
small radius of curvature enhances the elec-
tric field at the surface, lowering the thresh-
old for field evaporation. Evaporation is then
induced by a voltage or laser pulse of suffi-
cient intensity, causing an atom or molecule
to be ionized at the surface. Subsequently,
it is accelerated away by the electric field
and flies towards a position-sensitive multi-
channel plate detector. As the evaporation is
gated by the voltage or laser pulse, the par-
ticle’s mass-to-charge ratio can be computed
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FIG. 1. A schematic of the atom probe tomogra-

phy (APT) apparatus illustrating the process of

field evaporation. First, the sample is strongly

biased with respect to the counter-electrode, cre-

ating a strong electric field at the surface of the

specimen. Next, the sample is excited by a laser

pulse (or voltage pulse, not shown), which in-

duces field evaporation of an atom or molecule

from the sample surface. The ion is then ac-

celerated by the electric field and collected by a

two-dimensional position sensitive detector.

via time-of-flight mass spectometry, giving a
chemical identity to the event. This builds
up a mass spectrum of the specimen.

The assumption of well-ordered, single
evaporation events is an idealization, as often
multiple events are observed in a single pulse.
[10] This has become less problematic as
detector technology has improved—allowing
complete collection of the multiple detection
events (MDEs)—but still remains an issue for
the reconstruction. [11] Furthermore—while
the rate of single events matches a Poisson
distribution based on the overall detection
rate—the frequency of MDEs is relatively in-
sensitive to the total event detection rate,
and has a much heavier tail than one would
expect from a Poisson process. [12] Some
in the field have suggested that the rate of
MDEs is tied to the material under study,
and the atom probe community has recently
recognized the importance of fully character-
izing MDEs to improve the quality of APT
analysis. [8, 10–12]

With advances in APT instrumentation,
volumes of 200 nm× 200 nm× 1000 nm can

be analyzed, with data sets containing up-
wards of 108 events. [1] This makes an-
alyzing APT data difficult because of the
sheer volume of data, even just considering
event locations; [13] if the large numbers of
marks (e.g. mass-to-charge ratio and multi-
plicity) are incorporated, the standard com-
putational methods of spatial statistics be-
come prohibitive for efficient analysis; [14]
however, the richness of information that can
be gleaned from the ancillary data should
not be overlooked, as it provides critical in-
sights into the material under study. [8, 15]
Here, methods of characterizing the spatial
correlations of MDEs are developed that are
less computationally intensive yet still reveal
important information about the underlying
spatial processes. The analysis shows that
MDEs are highly spatially clustered and ap-
pear to follow the same clustering behavior
across different MDE orders.

DATA DESCRIPTION

To investigate the spatial distribution of
multiple events in APT, an APT data set
collected on a GaN nanowire with an In
quantum well was used; an image of the
reconstruction is shown in Figure 2. The
spatial extent of the data is approximately
100 nm× 100 nm× 100 nm, containing 13.6
million events. This data set was selected
for two reasons: (1) the reconstruction sur-
face was well defined by TEM images, giving
confidence in the accuracy of the reconstruc-
tion; and (2) the data set has a large frac-
tion of MDEs (∼25 %, with ∼48.5 % of the
events marked as an MDE), giving a large
set of events of interest across various MDE
orders (see Figure 3b).

APT data contains much more informa-
tion than simply the reconstructed (x, y, z)
position and mass-to-charge ratio. They also
contain fields for the detector (X, Y ) position
and time-of-flight, along with the pulse index
of the event and the specimen voltage. [16]
Adjacent replicated pulse indices are used to
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FIG. 2. The reconstructed GaN APT data set

showing the In quantum well (purple). The

spatial extent of the data is approximately

100 nm× 100 nm× 100 nm, containing 13.6 mil-

lion events. A large fraction of these events

(>48 %) were multiple detector events (MDEs).

extract the event multiplicity; future work
would use other marks (particularly mass) to
extract further information about multiples
(discussed below).

METHODS

Because of the large number of events
in the data set, the scope of investigation
was restricted to the two-dimensional detec-
tor space rather than the three-dimensional
reconstruction space, allowing the use of
less computationally intense two-dimensional
summary functions. Because of the well-
ordered evaporation assumption, this should
not affect any conclusions drawn about in-
dividual MDEs, as they should reside at ap-
proximately the same z position in the recon-
structed space. Further analysis could then
connect the detector space conclusions to the
reconstruction space, allowing for more in-
tense analyses on smaller subsets of the data.

Commonly, data sets of the scale analyzed

here are summarized by gridding the data to
convert it to lattice data. [14] This method,
however, inherently loses information associ-
ated with the mesh size, and while optimiza-
tion methods do exist for selecting a gridding
scale, [17] it is our goal to carry out spatial
studies on the original point pattern data so
as to not lose any information. 1

All analysis was carried out using the
spatstat package in R, which contains stan-
dard methods of point pattern analysis. [18]
Unfortunately, while the methods are imple-
mented in compiled C code, they are not in-
ternally parallelized, making them quite te-
dious for data sets as large as the one studies
here.

To deal with the large number of events,
even when broken out by multiplicity marks,
each relevant marked subset is subsampled
ten times following the method of Baddeley et
al., such that each subsample contains 2400
points. [18] This allows for parallel process-
ing of the spatial summary functions on each
subsample, keeping each calculation from be-
ing overly costly. For each of the ten sub-
samples an L-function was calculated, giving
an envelope that should reasonably represent
the behavior of that marked subset. [18]

To reduce the scope further, only MDEs of
sixth order and lower were studied, as these
account for over 99 % of the total number of
MDEs in the data set. The remaining MDE
events account for less than 1 % of the total
detected events.

To model the MDEs, a Neyman-Scott
(NS) process was used: clusters are dis-
tributed according to an inhomogeneous
Poisson process, and events within a clus-
ter are Gaussian distributed with the num-
ber of events in the cluster fixed at the order
of the MDE being modeled; this is similar to
the modified Thomas process, except that the
cluster size is fixed rather than being allowed

1 The author’s colleague, Matthew Jaskot, is pursu-

ing the lattice conversion route for APT data in a

companion paper.
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to vary according to a Poisson distribution
about the expected cluster size. [18]

A design constraint of the model is that
the only parameter that should vary for mod-
eling the different multiplicities is the order of
the multiplicity itself. This not only restricts
the model’s degrees of freedom, but repre-
sents the belief that the process governing the
different multiplicities is the same. [10]

For the models, 100 realizations were sim-
ulated and an L-function calculated for each,
giving an envelope. The model envelope was
then compared to the envelope of the associ-
ated subsample. In particular, our decision
criterion is whether the median value of the
subsamples’ L-function falls within the model
envelope.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To begin, the MDEs within our data
set are characterized with the histogram of
MDEs throughout the data set and the distri-
bution of the MDE order shown in Figure 3.
MDEs are approximately constant through-
out the sample, allowing us to ignore a tem-
poral component to start; a χ2 test fails to
reject the null hypothesis of a uniform distri-
bution (p ≈ 1). This justifies, in part, our
use of detector space for our analyses, as the
multiples do not have a significant trend in
hit index, which is a proxy for z-dimension.
The distribution of MDE orders of Figure 3b
is more interesting, as the tail of the distri-
bution is heavier than expected from a Pois-
son distribution as previously observed by De
Geuser et al. [12] The rolloff of the tail falls
somewhere above an exponential but below
a Gaussian, but a detailed description of the
distribution has yet to be given.

A basic comparison of the various MDE
orders with complete spatial randomness
(CSR) is our launching point into investigat-
ing their spatial behavior. Figure 4 shows
the L-functions of the subset envelopes along
with the envelope of a CSR process with the
same global intensity as all the subsamples.

FIG. 3. (a) The distribution of MDEs by hit

index over the course of analysis (similar to the

z-dimension); a χ2 test fails to reject the null hy-

pothesis of a uniform distribution (p ≈ 1). (b)

The distribution of event multiplicities within

the data set; the proportion of MDEs is higher

than expected from a Poisson distribution.
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FIG. 4. The envelopes for MDE orders two (red), three (green), four (blue), five (brown), and six

(purple); the median value of the L-function is indicated by the dashed line. The envelope for a

CSR process of the same global intensity is shown in grey.

Clearly, all the MDE subsets significantly dif-
fer from the CSR envelope, leading us to re-
ject the null hypothesis of CSR.

Having rejected CSR for the MDEs, a
qualitative study of the subsampled point
patterns is used to inform a likely model of
the underlying process. Examining the ex-
ample subsamples in Figure 5, two trends are
apparent as the order of the MDE increases:
there is a larger clustering of events towards
the center of the detector, and the event clus-
ters appear tighter as well. The latter is
expected based upon our a priori model of
MDEs described above in Methods; how-
ever, understanding the former necessitates
studying the geometry of the specimen and
the physical process generating the events.

During field evaporation, the specimen

quickly reaches an end-form profile that is
particular to the specimen material and the
voltage used. [16] For the specimen under
study, this end-form was somewhat flattened
in the middle compared to the ideal case of
a spherical cap. This flattening leads to less
field variation in the center of the specimen
such that several locations could meet the
threshold for field evaporation, increasing the
likelihood of an MDE. [12]

Based on this, the full NS model of the
cluster process is constructed as follows: for
the parent points, an inhomogeneous Poisson
process is chosen with an intensity that varies
according to a bivariate Gaussian envelope
with shape parameter
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FIG. 5. (top; left to right) Example subsample point patterns of multiplicity one, two, and three

(i.e. single, double, and triple events). (bottom; left to right) Example subsample point patterns

of multiplicity four, five, and six. The diameter of all the circular event windows is 7 cm.

ρ2(n) =
r2√

n(n− 1)
(1)

and scale parameter

A(n) =
λ√
n

(2)

where n is the order of the MDE, r is the
radius of the detector, and λ is the inten-
sity assuming a homogeneous Poisson pro-
cess. Putting these together gives us a parent
intensity of

Λ(X, Y, n) = A(n) exp

[
−X

2 + Y 2

2ρ2(n)

]
(3)

Each parent point (Xi, Yi) is then replaced
by n daughter points that are spatially dis-
tributed according to a bivariate normal with

mean (Xi, Yi) and standard deviation

σ =
d̄n√
n

(4)

where d̄n is the mean value of the index adja-
cent detector distances within a single cluster
of order n.

Using this model, envelopes are simulated
and compared to the those of the MDE sub-
sets in Figure 6. For MDEs of second order
the model is rejected, as the median of the
subsampled L-function falls outside the en-
velope. The third order MDE case is border-
line, but the model fails to be rejected us-
ing the criterion of containing the median set
forth above. For the higher orders (i.e. four,
five, and six) the model clearly fails to be re-
jected, as not only is the median contained,
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FIG. 6. Envelopes of the subsampled events

for multiplicities of: (a) two (red), (b) three

(green), (c) four (blue), (d) five (brown), and

(e) six (purple); the associated model envelopes

are shown in grey.

but also the majority of the subsampled en-
velope.

In the case of the second order MDEs, the
rejection of the model may be explained as
due to a larger CSR noise background. This
is supported by the median L-function falling
below the model envelope towards the line
of CSR. Similarly, for the third order MDE
there is likely a background CSR component
that is pulling the median down towards the
bottom of the model envelope. However, for
the higher orders the clustering of the corre-
lated evaporation event is high enough that
any CSR background does not have a signif-
icant impact, so the subset MDE L-function
envelope falls within that of the model. Cor-
recting for this background noise is planned
but not yet completed. The agreement of
the data with the model across multiple or-
ders indicates that MDEs are governed by the
same underlying process.

CONCLUSION

A basic model for the spatial dependence
of multiple detector events (MDEs) in atom
probe tomography (APT) has been demon-
strated based upon a Neyman-Scott process
of fixed cluster event count. This model
works across multiple MDE orders, using
only the order as an input parameter, indicat-
ing that MDEs are governed by the same un-
derlying process. Follow-up work would take
these results and map them to the events in
reconstruction space to directly relate MDEs
to material structure. An extension of this
would be to incorporate the mass marks that
are the other key piece of APT data, provid-
ing insight into the material properties that
lead to MDEs; some work has been done in
this regard, but it deals with only second
order MDEs. [10, 11, 19] Given the trends
shown here for higher order MDEs, it is ex-
pected that their mass marks should reveal
interesting insights into the studied material.
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